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Abstract

.. This study is a preliminary effort to reduce the level

of the resonance and to provide, a means of predicting the

pressure gains and resonant frequencies associated with a

forward facing cylindrical cavity in high subsonic flow.

The basic model was an ogive cylinder fitted with an

off-axis longitudinal cavity. Eleven different suppression

devices were investigated.

Transmission line theory was used very effectively to

predict the pressure gains and resonant frequency when the

flow was stagnated in the cavity and to predict the resonant

frequency in flow situations. The resonant frequency

occurred at or near the fundamental mode frequency of a

right circular cavity.

The most effective anti-resonance device, a side

relief hole, reduced the RMS pressure in the cavity by

a factor as great as 23. Helmholtz resonators placed in

the cavity were also shown to be effective, reducing the

PRMS pressure by a factor as great as 6.
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AN EXPERIN.NTAL I'TNESTIGATION OF HIGH

SUBSONIC FLOW OVER AN OFF AXIS LONGITUDINAL %

CAVITY WITH ANTIRESONANCE DEVICES

I. Introduction

Several applications exist 'thin the Air Force for the

use of optical equipment on aircraft during flight. In most
• cases it is desirable to have minimum losses along a light l

path from the aircraft to an external point. Often an open

port is used to minimize the surface reflections, scattering,

and absorption associated with a window material. The open

cavity can act as an acoustic resonator and arplify internal

pressure fluctuations. These pressure fluctuations may

affect internal optical components.

Previous studies of open cavities in aerodynamic flows

have almost exclusively been directed toward cavities which

are nurmal to the free stream (Ref 2). Recently, however,

a need has developed to look at cavities that open into the

flow. An investigation of transonic flow around an ogive

cylinder with a forward facing cylindrical cavity has shown

.) that at deep cavity positions clearly unacceptable resonance

levels (Prms/q greater than 1.1) were present (Ref 5).

1
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- . .Amean of predicting and controlling the resonance level is

'needed in order to use the longitudinal cavity configuration

Electric Analo•Y /

One means of predicting the pressure gains and resonant

frequenies of an open cavity is through the use o.t a pneumatic-
S. electric analogy. The cavity can be modeled using existing

electrical transmission lir.e theory.

Numerous theoretical and experimental studies have been
conducted using transmission line theory to accurately predict

the dynamic characteristics of fluid lines. The basic theory

can be found in an article by Nichols (Ref 7). Krishnaiyer

and Lechner (Ref 6) found good agreement between their

experimental data on blocked pneumatic lines, and calculations

based on a modification of N'ichol's theory. Franke,

lMalanowski, and Martin (Ref 3) experimented with more

complicated pneumatic lines that were nefAher of uniform cross

section along the length of the line nor necessarily blocked

at the end. In this study they considered the effects of

line branching in parallel and mean laminar or turbulent flow.

Bird (Ref 1) formulated a computer program to calculate the

pressure transfer function for an arbitrary line network where

the lines were of circular cross section and each line segment

was of constant radius. The program was based on Nichol't

) theory as modified by Krishnaiyer and Lechner. Agre'.ment

2
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u •between the theoretically based program, and experiments

performed by Bird was very good. Franke, Karam, and

Lymburner (Ref 4) showed that for lines of non-circular

cross sections hydraulic diameters can be used with good

agreement between experiment and theory.

Objectives

This study has two major objectives: first, to predict I
the pressure gains and resonant frequencies of a forward

facing cylindrical cavity offset from the axis of an ogive

cylinder using existing electrical transmission line theory;

and second, to determine the effectiveness of various

ex-perimental cavity suppression devices in reducing the

resonance in the cavity by a wind tunnel investigation.

3
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1I. Descri-otion of Anaratus

An investigation of the dynaic characteristics of a

forward facing cavity and the effect of various resonance

suppression devices on the PUS pressure fluctuations was

conducted in the U. S. Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory

Trisonic Gasdynamics Facility (Ref 10). The model used

in the test was basically the same one that was used in

Icardi's experiment (Ref 5).

Two types of measurements were taken during the test;

the MS pressure in the cavity3 and the temperature in the

xcxvity. The equipment used in the investigation consisted of

a baseline model, 11 cavity suppression devices, 3 dynamic

pressure transducers, and a thermocouple.

The outputs of the pressure transducers were processed

by MIS meters and converted from analog to digital form with

a Hewlett-Packard Model 9810 Desk Calculator. The calculator

also plotted dynamic pressure versus depth on an attached

digital control plotter. The outputs of the pressure

transducers were then passed through an auto-correlator that

was used to compute and display the auto-correlation function

of the pressure data on a cathode-ray tube. A frequency

analyzer was used to perform the Oiscrete Fourier transform

of the auto-correlation function display and present the

results on its own storage cathode-ray tube, The outputs

of the transducers were also recorded on magnetic tape.

4



ITe tep ture recorded frm the thc'-'iocouple was

*"Ywx+Ad: from arialoc to digital form throý%h the use of

the Re tLA-abPEard 9810 Calculator*. A schematic diagrham

of the test instrumentation is presented In Fig I

[ &t~A2 I~odeJ. 0). The baseline3 model shown in

Fý7 Fig 20 ITAS an otLve cylinder vtith a fo.-ebody f~lnenesa ratio

of four. The ogive cylinder was fitted with an off-axis

long~itudinal cylindrical cavity. In Icardi's orig~inal

excperiment the diameter of the cavity was varied through the

use of innerts of various diameters, In this investigation

only a 0.56Z5-in.-ID insert was used,

The cavity depth was varied throug-h the use of a

moveable piston that was remotely positioned by a 27 VDC

motor mounted in the miodel. The position of the piston was

sensed by a linear potentiometer mechanically linked to

the piston, The piston was sealed with a rubber O-ring

to prevent leakaae. Three Kulite paresoure transducers and

one thermocouple were mounted on the face of the piston,

Cavity Surnrocsston Devices. Eleven suppression type

devices were tested to determine the influence of each onI

the R1ITS pressure fluctuations in the cavity, Models 1,2,

3. and 4 were all IRelmholtz resonators with various geonetries,

intended to not only reduce the resonance, but to facilitate

packaginG into an aircraft nose section, 1-odel 1 was a

conventional H~elmholtz rezonator with a cylindrical volume.
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S1,Iodel 2 had a c•lindrical-aegment volume, l-:odels 3 and 4

had a cozabined cylindrical annular and cylindrical-epguer-t

vo'IuL. M-oteis 58,6, Ci 7 consisted of the baseline model

with side relief holes of various diameters. The diameters

were respectively 1/8 in. 8 1/4 in. 8 and 3/8 in. N,;odel 8
consisted of the baseline model, a side relief hole of
3/8 in., and a scoop attachment to the side relief hole*
Model 9 consisted of the baseline model with a 1/4 in.

thick polystyrene foam lining. Model 10 consisted of the

baseline nodel with a porous fence of approximately 0.30

porosity lined around the openin- of the cavity. Model 11

consisted of a combination of models 3 and 7. Diagrams of

each of the devices are presented in Appendix: A.

Pressure Transducers

Three Kulite model XCQL-14-O93-25 high response, variable

reference, pressure transducers v'ere used to measure the

pressure variations on the base of the cavity. The

transducers have a frequency response of at least 20 kHz and

are self compensating for temperature.

RES Meters

Three Hewlett-Packard model 3400A RIS volt meters were

used to process the pressure data. Their output is the

root-mean-square of the variations in the input signal with

an integration time of two seconds.

8
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k ~ Tap Recorder
The ressur data was recorded on ma--netic tape with

an Ampex model CPJOO 14 channel, 7.i1 tape recorder. It

has a maximum input of 1.4 volts/channel and a frequency

response good to 10 Mize A standard 1,. time code Generator

using Irig B was used to mark the tape for later data

correlation, The outputs of the transducers were visually

monitered on an oscilloscope to insure that they remained

within the range of the recorder.

Auto-Correlator

The auto-correlation of the pressure data vzas performed

by the HAlett-Pachzard M'odel 3721A Correlator, The correlator

features the sir.uultaneous comp'ttation and display of 100

points of the function selected. The correlator has ma input

amplifier bandwzidth of 0 to 250 Idkz. The input range is

40 mV, to 4 V PIMS.

Frequency Analyzer

The Fcurier transform of the auto-correlation function

was perforeod by a 3720A Spectrum Display, a special purpose

analyzer for use utith the 3721A Correlator. The frequency

range of the display is 0.005 Hz to 250 10lz. The ratio of

full scale signal to noise level$ for any fixed gains is

better than 50 d3.

9
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In order to establish a basis for comparing the

effectiveness of the suppression devices extensive testing

was first conducted on the baseline model, For each Mach

number the model was first positioned at 0 degrees angle of

attack. The piston was driven from the lip of the cavity to

its maximum depth at a rate of 1 inch/minute. As the piston

moved, the ES pressure variations in the cavity were plotted

versus the cavity depth. The piston was then repositioned at

the lip of the cavity. Next, the piston position was varied

and at each interval of 0.125 in. the MIS pressure was recorded

from the PMIS meters and the temperature was noted. Also, at

each position a power-spectral-density was obtained by

photographing the display on a CRT. The pressure data was then

recorded on tape,, The outputs of the transducers were monitored

on an oscilloscope to insure that the AC and DC levels

remained within the ra:age of the tape recorder. The AC levels

we-, controlled by varying the transducer gains and the

DC levels adjusted by changing the transducer reference

presEurose

The model was then tested using the same procedure but

at angles of attack of 6 ana -6 degrees. The model was

tested at Mach numbers of both 0.85 and 0.70.

The 11 suppression devices were tested using the same

procedure as outlined above for the baseline model.

10



IV. Aoglication of Transmission , i

Theor-Y to the Study

Transmission line theory was used to predict the pressure

Sairs and the resonant frequencies of the forward facin,

cavity making use of a computer program written by Bird for

circular lines (Ref 1). The theory assumes that the diameters

of the lines are small in comparison to the lengths of the

lines and the wavelength of the sound. This assumption

assures that only plane wave oscillations are present in the

cavity. The theory also assumes that there is no mean flow

in the system. Even with the no mean flow assumption, the J

theory has been shown to be effective in predicting the pressure

gains and resonant frequencies when flow vas present in the J

system (Ref 4).

To apply the theory, the cylindrical cavity, which was
truncated at one end, was first appro.inated as a right cylindrical

cavity by making a length correction to the overall cavity

lenrth. The approxir.iated model was then used in the

transmission line analysis.

Cylindrical Cavity An•roximation

"Mhen an air column is set into resonant vibration by

blowing, stationary waves are set up in the column due to the

combined effects of the direct and end reflected waves.

11
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A circular tube open at one end and closed at the otlh.r (Fig 3)

has a natural resonant frequency of (Ref 8:2)

where C is the sonic velocity, L is the length of the tube,

and F1 is the fundamuental frequency, F2 is the second harmonic,

F7 is the third harm.onic, etc.

L

INPUT

9) Fig. 3. Circular Tube of Length L A

The model used. in the study had a cylindrical rýa,ýv2Z y

with a sewed openinr at the forward end (Fig 4).

Cav-1,ty• Pisto°n

,.. ,~Skewed_._ _"- - --
:~ O)e ,IinX '

Fig. 4. Baseline M1odel with Skewed Opening

12 "1



AOre~t oxrctio!7 of 1 .026, in.. thený adde~d to the cavit

deph (c ~prdued clbse 'correla. r 'betweei% the

dbthouc ato

Fig, 5.Baseline Model wit.h Corrected Length

observed experimental resonant frequencies-and the resonant

L)frequ Iencies calculated using the corrected cavity leneth L=X+1.026 in.
in. Eq 1.* Fi- shows a coprsnof observed versus calculated

resonance frequencies, for various cavity depths at a Mach

number of 0.85 and ang,,le of attack of 0 degreeis. Throughout

the entire test the corrected ler.-th L varied at most by

0.03 in. from' the value u.-4. X-11.026 in.

In the sXperirnent only the fundamental node was excited

to a significant level. The second harmonic wvas present

but at a M-13S pressure level 30 to 40 dB lowor than -the

fundamental mode IRMS pressure level.

Trancis1~s i.on Line Theoryý

) The transmission line theory useeQ in the analysis was

L _
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applied through the use of a computer program written by

Bird for circular lines (Ref 1).. The corrected cavity

length L was used as the overall system length in the program.

. To apply the theory, the cavity length was first
!J,.

separated into a series of line sections,, A simplified

pneumatic line system is shown in Fie 7. For use in Bird's

program this simplified line system would be broken into

Line L, Open

Line 3- Pr3

Line PS3 Lin- 2
7) ~AB

j1:out" 0n
Closed

PSI Pr1  Ps2  Pr2

Fig. 7. Pneumatic Line System

5 line sections. The computation which is needed to

compare the experimental results with the line theory is the

pressure transfer function or the pressure gain between

points B and A.

If the impedance Zr at the end of a line i is known, the

15
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input impedance of line i of length L is given by

"z•z.(Zr'+Z c) + (Zr-Z c)exp(-27L) (2)

S -c (Zr+Z ) - (Zr-Zc)exp(-.2L)

A where the characteristic line impedance Zc and the

propagation constant Y are calculated using the equations

for the shunt admittance Y and the series impedance Z

given by Krishnaiyer and Lechner. The inmpedance Zr at

the end of an open line is calculated using orifice Eq 6

which is discussed in the next section. Ia Bird's programt

an open end is treated as a line section of zero length

with a diameter equal to the diameter of the line leading

to the open end. The impedance Zr at the end of a closed

line is equal to • and is treated as a line section of zero

diameter and zero length.

On each line section the input impedance Zs(Li+1)

of line i+1 is the output impedance Zr(Li) of the preceding

line i. In order to calculate the impedance at a junction

the pressure is assumed to be uniform at the junction. Thus,

the impedance Z is given by

1 1 r (3)
ri Sc. s3

Then, with the impedance known anywhere along the line network,

the pressure gain can be calculated for each individual line

using
.rl, ~2Z Z eo-L

= r (xp c)cX(-2VL) (4k)

i~i 16P! r
(i kiO'(2 L
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Finally, the magnitude of the transfer function tPB/PAj

can be calculated from the product of the individual line

transfer functions using

'-' (5)

"where the product is taken across all line sections between

points B and A.

Orifice Equation

The impedance of an orifice is based on the steady flow

orifice resistance. It is assumed that the DC flow characteristics

i l of the orifice can be used to predict the AC flow characteristics

and that the load iimipedance is purely a resistance which

does not vary with frequency. The resulting impedance Lf the

orifice is assuined to be given by

f PAPm (6)

0 0

FwhereAPm is the change in pressure across the orifice, A. is

the cross-sectional area of the orifice, and X is an experimentally

determined flow coefficient (O.6 is used in this investigation).

The density is assumed constant across the orifice.

17



wIza-=.is ao Line Theor Limitations

Twro major-limitations-wetist izi the application of

tranrwmission line theory to this study. First, the theory

is dependent only on line gepnetrys mean input pressure,

atmozpheric pressures and temperature. Therefore, there

is no w~ay at present of addint, in an~le of attack effects

andIach number chanCes. Second.,the theory can onlyb

used to analyze t~he resonance devices that consisted of

modlifications to the line ',eometry itself. As a result,

model 8 (scoop attachment), model 9 (foar. insert), and

model 10 (porous fence) could not be modeled using a

transm.-ission line approach.

EA)



V. esults--Discussion and Interpretation

The results presented in this chapter are Crouped into

trio sections. The first section deals rith predicting the

frequency response of the cavity. The second section deals

with the effectiveness of the various suppression devices

in reducing the P:'S pressure fluctuations.

A,

Predicting_ the Frequency 'Resionse of the Cavity

Transmission line theory was used to predict

the frequency response of the baseline model, models 1 thru 7,

arid ,-odel 11. The corrected cavity length, L=X+1.026 in.,

Swas used in all cases as the overall length of the cavity,

,, ADplicat2.on of Thcory. to the 3asoline Model. The

baseline model was separated into two line sections as shown

• tn Fic 8

A 8

I. 1: -I

L1 X+1.026 in. DI=.525 in.

L2 0 D2 =O

rig.: , C. •selinO lodel. Pne~u:.atic Line Configuration

19
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-Comparisons between theory ane experiment for different

)test conditions in the form of gain& (PB/BA), versus

frequency curves are shown in Figs 9 thru 12. The X's

represent the experimental points and the curves represent

the theory. Since the input R-S pressure at point A was

not measured, an approximate method had to be used to plot

the experimental points on the figures. This was

accomplished by first making one experimental point fall

on the theoretical curve and then normalizing all other

points with respect to the first point. Figure 9 shows

very good correlation between theory and experiment.

Figures 10 and 11, when compared with Fig 9, show that

angles of attack of 6 and -6 degrees had little or no

effect on the pressure gains and resonant frequency of the

cavity. Similarly, comparing Fig 12 with Fig 9, shows that

changing the Mach number from 0.85 to 0.70 had little

effect on the frequency response of the cavity.

Application of Theory to Anti-Resonance Devices. Models

1 thru 7 and model 11 were examined in a similar manner as

the baseline model. The same approximate method used to

plot the experimental points for the baseline model was

used for the anti-resonance devices. Hydraulic diameters

"were used when the lines were of non-circular cross section.

The internal breakdown of each model into line sections is

shown in Appendix B.

Figures 13,14,15, and 16 show a comparison between

theory and experiment for the four Helmholtz resonators,

20--
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13 models 1,2,3, and 4 respectively. The theory and experimental

data, as in the case of the baseline model, showed very.

good correlation. The relief hole models (models 5,6, and 7)

and model 11, a combination of a relief hole and a Helmholtz

resonator, were not sirulated as well by theory as the other

5 models. This is quite evident when the figures for models

5,6,7, and 11 (Figs 17,18,19, and 20) are compared with the

figures already presented for the other models. The resonant

frequency was still predicted very accurately, but there

were significant deviations between the theoretical and

experimentally determined gains. The reason the pressure

gains were not predicted accua cJy in these last four models

was that two assumptions of the theory were violated. First,

the Constant density assu-ption of the theory was violated due

to high speed flow that was introduced into the cavity at free

streai; Mach numbers of 0.05 and 0.70. Second, the theory and

experiment did not agree closely because of inaccuracies in the

mean input pressure value which was not measured but was assumed

to be equal to the tunnel stagnation pressure. This approximation

is good when the flow in the cavity is stagnated, which was the

case in ,odels 0 thru 4. But, because there was cavity flow

in models 5,6,7, and 11, the stagnation pressure was not a good

approximation of the mean input pressure,

29
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FEffectliveniess of Anti-Resonance Devices

The measurement that was used to determine the effectiveness

of the various models in reducing the resonance level was the

UMS pressure measured at the rear of the cavity. The

temperature, measured at the rear of the cavity, is also

presented in this section.

Root Mean Square Pressure Fluctuations. The results

of the pressure measurements are presented as plots of the

M IS pressure divided by the tunnel dynamic pressure (Prvs/q)

versus the nondimensionalized cavity depth (X/D). The

curves for a Mach number of 0.85 and angle of attack of

0 degrees are typical oZ the data taken throughout the test

and are presented in Figs 21 thru 24. In all cases the

RiPS pressure increased with cavity depth, this being attributed

to the fact that the flow mechanism that excited the fundamental

mode of the cavity was coupled more strongly to the cavity

at the deeper positions.

Figure 21 shows the effect of the various Helmholtz

resonators on the M:S pressure level. All of the resonators

reduced the level by reflecting back part of the incident

wave. Models 3 and 4, the Helmholtz resonators with combined

cylindrical-segment and cylindrical annular volumes were the

most effective, reducing the BM,'S pressure by a factor as great

as 6 at the deepest cavity position.

Figure 22 shows the effect of side relief holes of various

diameters on the resonance level. The side relief holes, due

34
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to the combined effects of channeling flow across the
resonant wave and reflecting back part of the incident

wave, reduced the MIS pressure. Model 7, the side relief

hole with the Greatest dis:aeter (,375 in.) reduced the

level by a factor as great as 23 at the deepest cavity depth.

Figure 23 shows the effect of rodels 8,9, and 10 on

the P level. The porous fence insert (Model 10) was notrMs
effective and at some cavity depths even amplified the PUS
pressure level. Nodel 8 (scoop attachment) and Model 9

(foam lining) reduced the PFI.:S pressure significantly (by

factors of 6 and 3 respectively at the deepest cavity position). i
From Figs 21 thru 23 it can be seen that the Helmholtz

resonators with the coi.jbined cylindrical annular and

cylindrical-segment volumes (M1oodels 3 and 4) and the side

relief hole with the largest diarwieter (IModel 7) were the

most effective in reducing the resonance level. Model 11,

a combination of the most effective side relief hole (IModel

7) and the most effective Helmholtz resonator (I.odel 3), also I
reduced the resonance level significantly (factor of 13 at the I
deepest cavity position). A comparison of the most effective

models (Models 3 ,e, and 11) is given in Fig 24. For every

test condition,, ,odel 7 (the side relief hole with the

greatest diai'eter) was determined to be the most effective

in reducing the 1IIS pressure fluctuations in the navity. A

complete set of figures for all test conditions, seXcluding

the figures that were presented in this section, is given in

Appendix C.
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! Terperature Noasurement. 'ie results of the temperature

measurements at the rear of the cavity are summarized in

'Fig 25. As the 1-1S pressure increased, the temperature also

increased. This can be explainod by the fact that at any

resonant condition some of the acoustic energy contained in

the standing waves present in the cavity was dissipated as

heat due to viscosity effects. As the PI,4S pressure increased

the amplitude of the standing waves increased and as a result

a greater amount of acoustic energ~y was dissipated as heat.

When this increase in heat was cormbined with the stagnated

cavity the temperature increased as is showvn in Fig 25.

L I ...... ,....
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VI. Conclusions

In the study the pressure gains and the resonant

frequencies of a forward facing cylindrical cavity offset

from the axis of an ogive cylinder were investigated. In

addition the effectiveness of various anti-resonance devices

in reducing the resonance level in the cavity was determined.

The major conclusions of the investigation are as follows:

i•,}1. I The airflow around the nose of the oGive cylinder

excited the fundamental resonant frequency of the cavity.

The second harmonic was present but at a level 30 to 40

dB lower than the fundamental mode frequency.

e2. By adding a length correction to account for the

skewed opening at the open end of the cavity, transmission

line theory was applied to predict the pressure gains and

resonant frequency when the fl,:-t was stagnated in the cavity

and to predict at least the resonant frequency when there

was flow in the cavity.

3, The M1'iS pressure in the cavity was reduced

effectively with the anti-resonance dcvices. A relief

hole, due to the coombined effects of channeling flow across

the resonant wave and reflecting back part 'of the incident

wave, reduced the M•iS pressure by a factor as .reat as 23.

A Helmholtz resoznator with combined cylindrical annular I
and cylindrical-segment volunos reflected back part of

42
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the incident wave and reduced the MIS pressure level by a

U factor as great as 6.

4. The deeper the cavity depth the higher was the PI143

pressure level. For the baseline model, at the deeper

cavity positions the MM pressure, was •onsistantly on theForder of the tunnel dynamic pressuret q.
5. As the WS pressure increased' the temperature in

the cavity increased significantly (as much as 20 degrees

at the deepest position).

6. The most desirable configuration tested was the

side relief hole due to the simplicity of the configuration and

t • the model's extreme effectiveness in reducing the P,4S pressure

in the cavity.

43
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VII. Pecommendations

A2rlications

Transmission line theory is a very '•owerful tool and

the fact that it does predict the frequency response of

the cavity is of immeasurable importance. The theory can

be used to predict-what effect a particular configuration

will have on the resonance, and more importantly, a
preliminary investigation of this type can be done before

any construction of materials is started.

Further Investigations

The side relief hole was shown to be very effective and

the construction of such a device seems to be quite easy. The

aerodynamics of such a relief hole needs to be investigated

to determine what effect, if any, the relief hole would

have on the overall aerodynamics of the airplane. In

addition, transmission line theory does not predict the

pressure Gains of a side relief hole due to the high speed

flow in the cavity. An attempt should be made to model the

flow so that the theory could be applied accurately to this

type of device. Finally, alte:.native methods of reducing the

resonant pressure oscillations in the cavity should be considered.

The use of mass injection has been shown to be successful

44
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in reducing the resonance level in similar forward facing

cavities (Ref 9). A study should be conducted to consider

its application to this particular configuration.

45
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Transm~ission Line Models



L LgJ.L0. in. D c.5625 in.

L=lin, D,..= 3125 in.

L3 .425 ill- !V,,.5625 in.

L1 .35 in. D =.89 in.4

[LG=O DO,=O

,i".34.. :o..ol 1 -nu•:x..atic Lino Con..i.uration
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A I6

i1 .5S) in. D =.5725 in.

L-.O-.5 in, D,=.25 in.

L-,1 51')O) in.

T<.27 in. D1.-9j52in.

Fi.,~. 35. oCol 2 Pnewrmatic Line Coarfi~turation



L 1 =1.0'5 in. Dj=.5t"25 in.

L 2= .075 ill. D 2 =.5125 in.

L 3 =X-.73 in. D 3 .50*25 ifl.

L =0 D =0

L =.435 in. D7-.564 in.

Fig. '. 1ode! 3 Pnou:-.,atic Line ConfigurationIi 3
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S1 =1.59 in. in.

L2=.075 in. D2 .25 in.

L3X.-.5<5 in. D-=..5325 in.

L5=o Ds=O

L6=° D6 =oL-.209 in. D 7=.52° in.L -O D =0L~s=O Ds=0

Fir. 37. 1:odol Pncu.,.atic Uina Confi.uration
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A I I B 4

I

L1 =1 .4 in. DI=.5 6 25 in.

L 2 =.125 in. D2 =.5125 in.

L 7-•-.6- in. D-=.5o25 in.

L4=0 D4=0

L-=.l in. D-=.125 in.2 2

L'=O De -. 125 in.

Fir, ~2..:odel 5 Pnoumatic Line Conffi-uration
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Lin.

L 1 14 ii. D =.5625in

L -=.25 in* D = .5625 in.

L X-73 in. D,~=.5625 in.3=
L -o= Dl1.O

L=. in. Dc .,R5 in.

0

L

LI =0 3 n DI= .525 in.

Fig. 39. 4ocol 6 Pnetuatic Linc Configuration
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L=1."A -in, D, .51625 ill.

L =375 in. D2 =.5625 in.

IL L3-

ILJ5 056in D 5 = 375 in.

L6=0 D6 =-7 in.

Fic- 40-O 'Modiel 7 r-neunatic Line Cconfi-uration
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A 2 B512

L =1,63 in. D1=r5625 in.

L 2=.275 inl. D2 =.5C25 in

L...075 in. D-.=3125 in.

L4=.218 in, D4=.85 in.

L5 =.1 in. Dr=.56Z5 in.

L6=O D6 =O

L7 =.43.5 in. D 7.564 in.

Ls=O D3=O

T, =156 in. D0-. 375 in.

IO=0 DIO=.375 in.

11=X1.93 in. D1 1=.5'25 in.

L1 2 =0 D 1=0

Fi:. 4ý1. `V'odol 11 Pneouatic Line Confiu-uration
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2Experimental Data
(P /q versus X/D)
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